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Facing economic changes and disinvestment, powerful actors in post-World War II
American cities attempted to define the city as a space of public culture to confront
demographic shifts, suburban growth, and the breakdown of community. Some civic
actors, especially in older Eastern cities, looked to a nostalgic and heroic past where
a theme of American identity became salient as a result of the Cold War and rapid
cultural and economic changes in the postwar era. To achieve urban growth, elites
argued for urban redevelopment policies based on historical themes and imagery.
We examine the sociopolitical history of Philadelphia’s Independence Hall rede-
velopment project (1948–1959) and the development of the adjacent Society Hill
neighborhood (1959–1964). We offer the framework of memory politics—political
contests over the use of shared community history—to examine how growth coali-
tions implement plans for economic growth, tourism, and civic allegiance. Philadel-
phia, particularly during the postwar era, exemplifies how heritage, politics, and
place dynamically collide and direct urban development.

INTRODUCTION

Cities are indelibly shaped by memory. City governments, real estate developers, en-
trepreneurs, community organizers, and neighborhood residents constantly present and
debate ideas about how local history and character should be utilized to construct ur-
ban space. Urban scholars, however, have tended to overlook the critical role of memory
in shaping city places. Most accounts of urban processes have focused on matters such
as political economy, social (dis)organization, neighborhood effects, and contemporary
symbolic economies. An approach to urban sociology that is grounded in a city in which
history—and its display—is an insistent reality for residents (Boyer 1994), and even a jus-
tification for a tourist economy, might have a very different tenor as urban actors look
to the past as a basis of civic affiliation and local planning (Loughran et al. 2015). In
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this article, we draw on events in one such city—Philadelphia—during the post-World
War II era to uncover a different urban growth logic. The events analyzed here indicate
how collective memory served as potent fuel for growth during a critical period of urban
change.

Broadly, we argue that a crucial gap exists in urban sociological scholarship at the inter-
section of collective memory and urban development. This gap has been addressed only
sporadically, often lacking a common theoretical narrative to draw disparate pieces of
research into conversation. Our article addresses this gap, offering a theoretical frame-
work for analyzing the influence of collective memory on urban change. We illustrate
how attention to collective memory works in conjunction with existing theoretical mod-
els, especially those attuned to the influence of growth coalitions and symbolic economies
(Molotch 1976; Zukin 1995).

We introduce the concept of “memory politics” to explain the relationship between col-
lective memory and urban development. Defined as political contests over the use of shared
community history, memory politics brings together a wide range of social actors and institu-
tions, including those that have been overlooked in other theories of urbanization. These
include cultural leaders—individuals with ties to powerful local institutions but also his-
toric preservationists and memory “entrepreneurs” (Fine 2001) who promote a particular
vision of past events. Memory politics includes both the top-down mnemonic strategies
used by city boosters and other elites—often engaging with urban branding (Colomb
2013; Greenberg 2008)—and the from-below efforts to use community histories to con-
test the hegemonic re-ordering of urban space, such as urban renewal and gentrification
(Hunter 2013). The memory politics concept allows scholars to understand how both
branding and opposition efforts derive their legitimacy from cultural associations among
history, community, and place; it also opens up for analysis the actions and interests of
groups located outside of “growth machines” as traditionally understood.

To bolster our theoretical claims, we present an empirical examination of post-World
War II development in Philadelphia. In the 1950s and 1960s, Philadelphia’s growth coali-
tion embarked on a major reworking of the downtown, leveraging the symbolic capital
inscribed in the city’s built environment to stimulate the economy. This centered on
Independence Hall, site of the signing of the Declaration of Independence and the Con-
stitution, along with a network of other historical buildings. Politicians and city boosters,
acting in concert with historians, cultural experts, and memory entrepreneurs, created
a redevelopment plan rooted in a historicized vision of the city. They intended that this
“new-old” downtown, built around a simulacrum of colonial Philadelphia, would appeal
to tourists as well as the businesses and wealthy residents that city boosters hoped to lure
back to an area that had experienced several decades of disinvestment and out-migration.

The Philadelphia case illustrates the complexity of memory politics: the appeals to
memory that gave legitimacy to the redevelopment plan as well as the organized efforts
to contest its realization. Though dealing in some respects with an exceptional case—
Philadelphia holds an objectively central place in American history (a consequential fact
for the federal dollars that helped finance the project)—we can find memory politics at
work in all cities to varying extents. Furthermore, the mere presence of memory, how-
ever rich, is insufficient in-and-of-itself to enable large-scale interventions in urban space.
The extent to which Philadelphia’s postwar development took on an historical character
was far from inevitable: Political alliances and institutional resources needed to be mobi-
lized, stakeholders needed to agree on which version of history should be preserved, and
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opposition needed to be defeated. As our study indicates, the outcomes of memory poli-
tics depend on the links between material resources and the symbolic value of memory—
particularly its resonance and rhetorical force (Schudson 1989). Strong ties among his-
tory, community, and place can make particular outcomes appear unstoppable; likewise
such links can provide the basis for contestation. The limits of available mnemonic mate-
rial, as well as the practical limits of urban development, vary across time and place. The
question of how the nexus of collective memory and urban change varies is an empirical
question that we hope urbanists will take up in future studies.

MEMORY POLITICS

The city is what French historian Pierre Nora (1996) termed a “lieux de memorie”: a
site filled with storied places that situate the city in a shared past and differentiate a
particular city from other places, creating a textured culture (Bodnar 1992; Suttles 1984).
History becomes powerful as a manifestation of culture because it links the present to an
obdurate past, a past that has “stood the test of time.” In contrast to newly created cultural
themes, history justifies itself by virtue of its longevity and its place within communal
imaginaries. Urban historians emphasize that collective memory is often central to civic
identity (Boyer 1994; Crinson 2005; Huyssen 2003), as it is to the creation of community
in general (Olick and Robbins 1998). The shared experience of civic life coupled with
participating in a dense and consequential political unit (“the city”) makes social memory
particularly salient. A recognition of a shared history is essential to defining an urban
community’s “we-feeling,” helping to reinforce the socially constructed quality of a city’s
cultural and political borders (Angelo and Wachsmuth 2015).

This “we-feeling” has two major impacts on urban life: one social psychological, the
other economic. First, it presents an historical basis of the city’s identity to residents and
visitors, creating a linkage of self and place. Second, recognition of collective memory
connects to the needs of capital, creating a template for community-based redevelop-
ment. Similar to how nation states develop identity, cities (and neighborhoods) with their
dense infrastructure and spatially delimited populations define spaces and memories for
communal ends (Wherry 2011). When these narratives are mobilized at the city level by
politicians and economic leaders as “urban branding” efforts (Greenberg 2008), such
actors mobilize collective identities and representations, asserting a top-down vision of
local memory. As Gotham and Greenberg (2014) illustrate in post-Katrina New Orleans
and post-9/11 New York, events need not be rooted in the distant past for mnemonic
narratives to justify development.

Efforts to use memory and community identity for planning purposes depend upon
alliances that are often opportunistic and fleeting. In postwar Philadelphia, coalitions
were contingent upon a constellation of aligned interests from housing advocates, real es-
tate developers, preservationists, historians, cultural leaders, and liberal and conservative
politicians alike. Like the oft-studied growth coalitions of later decades, they recognized
that the city’s “culture” could be mobilized for economic growth. Cities have a “symbolic
economy” (Zukin 1995), and given their history and cultural authority, they are awash
in symbols, codes, and meanings embedded in the built environment (Lefebvre [1974]
1991).
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When history is taken to a cynical extreme, developers create places like New York’s
South Street Seaport or Baltimore’s Harborplace: commodified venues for consumption
and entertainment. While sharing a selective use of historical narratives and spaces as
well as an economic orientation, projects like Philadelphia’s Independence National His-
torical Park and Society Hill differ from these oft-cited “festival marketplaces” in impor-
tant respects. First, the broader scale of postwar Philadelphia’s redevelopment engaged a
much wider set of public and private actors whose consent was necessary for the project’s
actualization. The project’s boosters wanted to draw tourists, but they also sought to
memorialize and glorify the city’s history. Second, postwar redevelopment was tied to
city boosters’ wider branding efforts that built an historical argument for Philadelphia’s
contemporary appeal. Rather than one tourist attraction among many, à la South Street
Seaport, Philadelphia’s rich presence of colonial buildings and the active presentation of
a master narrative by the National Park Service would attest to Philadelphia’s wealth of
both national and local memory.

Our model of “memory politics” draws on the urban culturalist perspective (Borer
2006; Grazian 2003; Zukin 1995) that focuses upon representations of the city, civic cul-
tures, and place-based narratives. In so doing, we continue this tradition of scholarship
that links memory projects and urban growth, recognizing that memory contributes to
urban identity (Halle 2003; Orum and Chen 2003). We extend recent work on urban
authenticity and civic identity (Gotham 2007) by illustrating how local history is more
than a locus of cultural and political conflict—between old-timers and gentrifiers (Brown-
Saracino 2010; Zukin 2010: 94), for example—but can also justify urban redevelopment.
Implicitly present in existing research (Borer 2006; Zukin 1995), we use the redevelop-
ment of postwar Philadelphia to make explicit the practices and rhetorical strategies that
make possible historically driven urban development. Sites of history can serve as a proxy
for the glory of the society as a whole, materially embodying pride and nostalgia, buttress-
ing broader national heritage and history, and often referencing a time before decline.1

In the post-World War II United States, a period marked by significant spatial restruc-
turing under federally funded urban renewal programs, some cities—especially those
eclipsed by an emerging tilt to the Sun Belt and global economic competition—drew
on a political-economic strategy that incorporated images of patriotic fervor and her-
itage architecture to reinvent the city and provide a “new-old” basis for growth. Not every
city had the cultural resources or the need to create an identity grounded on historical
tropes, but those that did found that these feel-good images provided a symbolic basis for
development. Leveraging images of a golden nationalism proved critical to the ability of
many cities to survive postwar decline. Further, the Cold War context added nationalistic
stakes to urban growth as the United States’ reputation as free and exceptional was being
contested politically and militarily by the Soviet Union. From the end of World War II
until the Bicentennial, a belief in American uniqueness served political ends, locally and
globally (Bodnar 1992).

To uncover the workings of memory politics, we analyze Philadelphia’s development
of its historic Center City to demonstrate that existing conceptions of urban growth have
paid insufficient attention to how history becomes a dominant trope in urban identity
and development. As we show, memory politics have spatial consequences. Stakehold-
ers attempt to implement or resist the emergent master narrative to eliminate, create,
and reconstruct existing neighborhoods and communities. In postwar Philadelphia, this
involved the strategic use of a master narrative linking the city’s progress with colonial
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nostalgia. Unlike well-documented growth machine strategies (Logan and Molotch 1987;
Mollenkopf 1983), memory politics required a collaboration of preservationists and aca-
demics alongside the usual suspects—corporate elites, rentiers, and planners—to imple-
ment urban redevelopment plans.2 This multivocal urban political–economic approach
relied heavily upon the ability of these actors to deploy a potent mix of nationalism, local
culture, preservation, and historical imagination.

Our analysis relies on several archival collections, including the Free Library of
Philadelphia, Temple University’s Urban Archives, the City Archives of Philadelphia, the
Historical Society of Pennsylvania, the University of Pennsylvania Libraries, and the Li-
brary and Archives at Independence National Historical Park. We examined official doc-
uments, oral histories, correspondence among civic actors, newspaper accounts, legisla-
tion, and other records to reconstruct the actors and organizations that influenced the
development of the historic downtown.

A PHILADELPHIA STORY

In 1950 Philadelphia was the third largest American city, reaching its peak population of
just over two million (U.S. Decennial Census 1950). Yet, it was a city facing large, and,
for a time, seemingly insurmountable difficulties. At mid-century, the wealthier popula-
tion was fleeing to the suburbs of the Main Line and elsewhere. The industrial base of
Philadelphia, dependent on the production of nondurable consumer goods, was threat-
ened by industrial migration to the suburbs, to the nonunion South, and, eventually,
overseas. Like many Great Migration destinations, Philadelphia witnessed, not always with
brotherly love, the influx of black migrants (Hunter 2013). Further, Philadelphia’s dom-
inant Republican political machine was challenged, and soon supplanted by Democratic
politicians, supported by segments of the business community, determined to rebuild the
downtown (Bauman 1987; Feffer 2003).

As Baltzell (1979) notes, in contrast to Boston, Philadelphia elites were less cohesive,
lacking a single source of authority with power diffused more widely (although still held
by an elite network). Judge Edwin Lewis, a memory entrepreneur central to the establish-
ment of the Independence National Historical Park (INHP), intimated, “Philadelphia
[elites] were notorious for not working together. There was no cohesion among the lead-
ing men in Philadelphia” (Edwin Lewis, National Park Service, Oral History Collection,
January 16, 1970:17). Philadelphia “had to develop a deeper and more broad-based lead-
ership coalition that spent most of the 1940s drawing up plans and changing the structure
of local government” (Domhoff 2005: 19).

Despite the fragmented quality of the city’s elite, the cohering mnemonic force of Inde-
pendence Hall allowed for a variety of powerful social actors, holding different political,
economic, or cultural agendas, to converge around the project and offer their support.
This is seen in a meeting that served as a gathering of the emerging growth coalition.
On May 21, 1942, 51 Philadelphians met in the library of the Architects Building to con-
sider preserving Independence Hall; the “carefully chosen” meeting included politicians,
architects, city leaders, businessmen, and representatives of cultural institutions (Greiff
1987: 44).

In 1948 members of the growth coalition established the Greater Philadelphia Move-
ment, “an organization of top business, professional, and labor leaders” (Bacon 1960:
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230), along with a few members of minority groups, providing symbolic outreach. The
elite nature of the group is evident in the fact that half of the members were in Philadel-
phia’s Social Register, two-thirds attended Ivy League schools, and most were in Who’s Who
in America. The Philadelphia Bulletin described the organization as the “Cream of the Civic
Group Giants” (Cybriwsky et al. 1986). When in 1949 the National Park Service estab-
lished an 11-person advisory committee, members included the banker A. G. B. Steele,
Arthur Kaufmann, executive director of Gimbel Brothers department store, and Albert
Greenfield, the leading real estate broker and developer. As civic leaders searched for
high-impact projects to save downtown, restoring the decaying area around Indepen-
dence Hall and eventually the residential “Society Hill” area near the Delaware River
were projects that Philadelphia’s growth coalition could readily support.

Initially developed between 1948 and 1959, the Independence National Historical Park
centers on Independence Hall—site of the signing of the Declaration of Independence
and the U.S. Constitution. Since the early nineteenth century, this building has been a
preeminent site of national memory. Housing the Liberty Bell for much of its history—a
material representation of American identity—the site has long been an international
tourist attraction and has been renovated numerous times since 1787 as generations of
preservationists and city boosters attempted to restore the structure according to contem-
porary aesthetic standards (Mires 2002). As early as 1895, the city gave permission to the
Daughters of the American Revolution to renovate Independence Hall and later to the
Philadelphia Chapter of the American Institute of Architects.

Located on the eastern edge of downtown, near the heart of the city’s original colonial
settlement, Independence Hall borders significant eighteenth-century housing stock and
thirty other official sites that were incorporated within the park, including the First and
Second Banks of the United States, Carpenter’s Hall, the Merchants’ Exchange Building,
and Independence Square. This area was to become the symbolic heart of a redeveloped
Center City Philadelphia.

The area that surrounded Independence Hall had long been an industrial and resi-
dential area in decline. It was known in local politics as the “Bloody Fifth Ward,” because
of the violent working-class partisan battles that took place on its streets throughout the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (Isidor Ostroff, National Park Service, Oral His-
tory Collection, September 26, 1969:2; Du Bois 1899). The infrastructure was no better,
considered by many as a fire hazard. Urban planner Lewis Mumford (1957: 100) observed
that the “ugly” area near Independence Hall was decayed, “alongside the big insurance
offices many historic dwellings remain, sinking stage by stage from indigence to squalor,
from squalor to grimy destitution, like old pensioners, too decrepit to perform any offices
but the most menial ones, not even lucky enough to succumb to the commercial fever
and be put out of their misery.”

City agencies, acting in concert with developers and state and federal governments,
spent $55 million to reshape the area over the course of a decade. The goals were am-
bitious. According to the optimistic “Independence Mall Marketability Study,” prepared
for the Philadelphia Redevelopment Authority (Smith et al. 1959: 23–34):

For those firms seeking more space or more open area such as the suburbs may offer, the
development of the Mall project area offers many of the same advantages: prestige, minimal
congestion, adequate parking and convenience of access. . . . The development of Indepen-
dence Mall will change the relative distribution of office space in favor of the Downtown
area. . . . Rather than unduly scattering the cohesiveness of Center City, developments in the
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Mall would serve as the east anchor of the retail blocks between 7th and Juniper. In this way,
the Mall would benefit from the activities of the retail area and conversely, the retail area
would be strengthened by the increased prestige, land values, employment and activity of the
developed Mall area.

Banks, insurance companies, and other corporations were expected to build on the
edges of the site—an open mall on the three blocks north of Independence Hall from
Chestnut Street to Race Street. As the Delaware Valley Council News (1961: 1) reported
as the mall was reaching its final development, “Towering above widened 5th and 6th

Streets will be modern office buildings whose sheer vertical lines will complement the
eighteenth-century balance of Independence Hall . . . a melding of past and present.”
The plans for the building of corporate offices worried critics about control of the plan
by the real estate interests, a concern apparent when a leading realtor was appointed as
vice-chairman of the National Shrines Park Commission (Greiff 1987: 39–40).

The plan’s boosters hoped that such efforts would counteract a half-century of disin-
vestment and suburban migration. Indeed, in 1950, according to the Board of Revision
of Taxes, the Assessed Value of Taxable Property in the Independence Mall area was
40 percent of its 1930 value, compared to 85 percent for the city as a whole (“Report of
the Joint State Government Commission” 1951: 11). Although politicians worried about
the removal of property from the tax base through demolition, reducing the amount
of “rateables” (Roy Larson, National Park Service, Oral History Collection, January 25,
1969:36), in time government and business elites were persuaded that development along
the mall would generate additional tax revenues and encourage large business to remain
in the city (Greiff 1987). Indeed, General Accident Insurance Company and Rohm &
Haas Company, a chemical company, decided not to move; the latter built a modernist
office building adjacent to Independence Mall in 1964.

Structures were demolished, refurbished, or recreated according to the judgments of
a set of influential actors: academics, universities, historical societies, city planners, devel-
opers, and politicians (Bacon 1960). Over the course of the 1950s, the “urban bulldozers”
flattened the area surrounding Independence Hall. Eminent domain was applied to the
area in 1957 “in such a way that every building in the redevelopment area would become
public property with the stroke of a pen, the price to be negotiated later” (Petshek 1973:
225). For Philadelphia and other cities, eminent domain was an effective and efficient
strategy to produce change in the built environment, in the name of “investment” and
development, largely without sustained opposition (Becher 2014).

But, who made it happen? What were their interests and their resources? The cre-
ation of INHP (primarily 1948–1959) was critical to Philadelphia’s postwar reputation as
a postindustrial metropolis (Beauregard 1989). Philadelphia’s postwar memory politics
was tied to the iconic events surrounding the writing of the Declaration of Independence
(Allen 2014; Mires 2002), an image of American virtue and civil religion particularly
salient after fighting the Nazis and contesting the Soviets.

In Philadelphia, these events and buildings were more than convenient civic brand-
ing opportunities; they represented key pieces of local pride—known to and treasured
by people across the Philadelphia area (Conn 2006). The question of how the central
buildings and their broader colonial surroundings should be memorialized and incorpo-
rated within an urban renewal fabric represented a crucial political battle among various
community stakeholders.
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PATRIOTISM AND THE PARK

The space, to me, is as significant as the building. It was the place where the Declaration
[of Independence] was first read. It was the place . . . that Jefferson walked around when he
contemplated what to write (Salisbury 2004; cited in Conn 2006: 86).
—John Gallery, Executive Director, Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia

Raising more than $400,000 from Philadelphia-based firms, the Citizen’s Council on
City Planning and the City Planning Commission presented the “Better Philadelphia Ex-
hibition.” This diorama, hosted by Gimbels Department Store in 1947 and viewed by
400,000 residents (Bacon 1960: 226), was designed to persuade middle-class Philadelphi-
ans of the virtues of development (Cybriwsky et al. 1986: 97). Just a few feet from makeup
counters, city planners unveiled a redesigned Philadelphia that incorporated a new trans-
portation infrastructure. This model proposed highways to address traffic congestion due
to increased commuting between Philadelphia and outlying suburbs like King of Prussia
and Levittown. Included were a riverside promenade and a revitalized Independence
Mall (Housing Association of Delaware Valley Papers, Chronology of Significant Events in
Relation to the Crosstown Expressway 1947–1970).

As postwar urban renewal plans coalesced, Philadelphia’s historic areas emerged as
key sites for the city’s Young Turks and other local boosters. Organized informally as
the “Young Turks” in the 1940s (Bauman 1987; Klemek 2011: 68), desiring to overturn
the corrupt and passive local leadership, Philadelphia’s mid-century growth coalition in-
cluded planner-architects Oscar Stonorov and Edmund Bacon (Knowles 2009; Heller
2013), emerging Democratic leaders Joseph Clark, Abraham Freedman, Walter Phillips
and Richardson Dilworth, housing advocates Dorothy Schoell Montgomery and Henry
Beeritz, and G. Holmes Perkins, dean of the school of Fine Arts at the University of Penn-
sylvania (home to the Department of City Planning) (Petshek 1973). From the start, this
group had a keen awareness of the importance of housing and saw it as critical to urban
revitalization (Hopkinson 1947: 323–24), an emphasis that would come to fruition in the
transformation of Society Hill.

Well-connected judge Edwin Lewis mobilized his contacts at the federal, state, and mu-
nicipal levels to organize a development plan for the area surrounding the historic sites
(Greiff 1987: 43–45; Lewis 1969). Lewis chaired the Philadelphia National Shrines Park
Commission, a seven-member committee established by act of Congress in 1946, partially
funded by the Insurance Company of North America, whose chief achievement was a 400-
page document that detailed the significance of local sites, outlined a plan to redevelop
the area, and included a draft of a preservation bill to be presented to Congress. In addi-
tion to Lewis, the committee included a prominent realtor, two members of Congress, a
well-known preservationist, and scholar Carl van Doren.

The Shrines Commission, a bipartisan committee, sought to link a redeveloped historic
area to broader urban renewal efforts in Center City and South Philadelphia, where plans
for new expressways, bridges, and housing were coming together (Hunter 2013). In Jan-
uary 1948, Republican U.S. Representative Hardie Scott introduced the Shrines Commis-
sion’s bill, and on June 28, 1948, President Truman signed “Public Law 795, H.R. 5053”
that classified the area surrounding Independence Hall as a site for historic preservation.
The ostensible goal of the legislation was to commemorate public sites “of outstanding
national significance” (Taplin et al. 2002: 83) by preserving the area’s “stories, buildings,
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and artifacts as a source of inspiration for visitors to learn more about the ideas and ide-
als that led to the American Revolution and the founding of the United States” (National
Park Service 1995: 3).

The Department of the Interior received authorization to acquire property through
eminent domain (Greiff 1987: 63–68). Over the course of a decade, Philadelphia’s
growth coalition accomplished key victories in rebuilding the city, including changing the
dominant local political party from Republican to Democrat, establishing a home rule
charter, creating an urban renewal plan that facilitated travel by developing a more effi-
cient highway system, and developing the historical area (Bauman 1987).

The proposals that garnered popular and governmental support for the creation of
Independence National Historical Park relied on a mix of appeals to national patriotism,
local pride, and economic growth. Utilizing the symbolic capital inscribed in the city’s
built environment, the Shrines Commission, corporate boosters, and local newspapers
continually emphasized Philadelphia’s central role in the founding of the United States,
thereby giving the city a narrative of greatness. In building the park, approximately 150
buildings in the vicinity of Independence Hall were demolished. Many of these structures
were nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century industrial buildings that were cleared to
build “Independence Mall,” a three-block Beaux-Arts mall north of Independence Hall.
Also razed were a number of period rowhomes, appropriate historically, but whose pres-
ence diluted the salience of buildings deemed to have historic importance.

The overarching concern of planners was the selective and dramatic presentation of
the past. In reordering Center City, these civic actors presented both a vision of the
past—displayed in the colonial pastiche—and of the present—where tourism, finance,
and real estate, rather than manufacturing, would drive the city’s economic growth. As
city planner Edmund Bacon put it, referring to the recreation of a historic Center City,
Philadelphia “proves a very deep thing which hasn’t yet been recognized—that it is possi-
ble within a totally democratic society with a series of individual builders through a num-
ber of different administrations” to bring together the “different forces that build the
center of the city to provide a very harmonious work” (Edmund Bacon, interview, Walter
Phillips Oral History Collection, Temple University, January 9, 1975). Bacon recognizes
that a memory-centric conception of urban redevelopment relies on a more extensive set
of forces with stakeholders from various positions of power and influence. The case of
postwar Philadelphia illustrates how, in certain contexts, a wider growth coalition incor-
porates cultural authorities.

Central to justifying the project was the aforementioned Philadelphia National Shrines
Park Commission Report. Drawing on historical expertise, the report opened with a pref-
ace “The Birthplace of a Nation,” written by distinguished historian and commission
member Carl van Doren. Illustrating that the aesthetics of the built environment play
a key role in legitimating and mediating memory-based claims, Van Doren emphasized
the mnemonic qualities of historic buildings and connected these details to a vision of
national greatness:

Nearly three quarters of a million people from every state in the United States visit Inde-
pendence Hall annually. Seeing the shrine for the first time, most visitors observe that its
monumental impressiveness far surpasses its photographic reproductions. The answer to this
phenomenon is that its stately Colonial dignity, the grandeur implicit in the simplicity of its
interior, and the balanced symmetry of its unified components lend to Independence Hall a
view that inspires the eye as well as the mind; it is a building ‘that seems to typify the serenity
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of mind and steadfastness of purpose to those sturdy patriots who made it famous.’ (Philadel-
phia National Shrines Park Commission Report 1947:7–8)

Preserving the area as a symbol of democratic governance, while permitting elite in-
vestment, was a high priority. In the geopolitical climate of the 1940s, Philadelphia
boosters sought to rally collective identity around the values of “freedom,” “liberty,” and
“independence” that the preservation of Independence Hall and eighteenth-century
Philadelphia represented. “American” values, evident in architecture (along with the
iconic Liberty Bell), contrasted with dark Nazi and Soviet forces (Mires 2002: 226–27):

Those unpretentious Colonial brick structures, majestic in their simplicity . . . are now more
than ever towering symbols of significance in a world where dark forces would wipe out all
they stand for and proclaim. . . . That sprawling building [Independence Hall] with its clock
tower, glimpsed long ago in school book, postcard or upon an actual visit to the old city,
symbolizes in its mortared bricks, free churches and schools, pretty American girls and ball
games, ballot boxes on election day, apple pie and courts of justice, and blood flowing on a
hundred other fields of battle where men preferred to grip with death rather than part with
one iota of a glorious heritage. (Philadelphia Bulletin 1943)

Preservation emerged as a strategy in part due to the Historic Sites Act of 1935, which
made it a “national policy to preserve for public use historic sites, buildings and objects
of national significance for the inspiration and benefit of people of the United States”
(Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, 10/30/1942; Historic Sites Act 1935). National policy laid
the groundwork for claims about the significance of the Independence Hall area.

Yet, despite the claimed emphasis on retrieving history, Philadelphia planning offi-
cials also wished to use this opportunity to build high rises and highways (Heller 2013),
both of which would utilize newly open spaces (Wilson 1989), and would increase prop-
erty values. Around this historic cityscape were development projects, including modern
apartments, such as the three Society Hill Towers designed by I. M. Pei and the corporate
headquarters of Rohm and Haas.

The final plan decoupled the area north of Independence Hall from its local moorings
and placed the historic building within an imagined bubble of how a space of public
national memory should look. In demolishing the three blocks north of the Hall, the
postwar growth coalition created an urban landscape that had never existed, but one that
in its openness proved inviting and attractive: a sparkling old center for a new city. As the
University of Pennsylvania’s newspaper lamented, “[The area] was dirty and it was messy,
but at least it was alive. Now it is clean, open and geometrically planned—but deader than
Lincoln’s doctor’s dog . . . . We have nothing but a sort of sterile prettiness, an Eighteenth
Century formal garden” (The Daily Pennsylvanian 11/30/1960). But for a city “darkened
by the soot of soft coal,” the hope was that this plan would “bring a certain orderliness, to
say nothing of spaciousness and light, to a district that looked a while ago like a bombed-
out area” (Mumford 1956). Erasing an undesired present promoted a past that signaled
Philadelphia’s desired future.

THE PUSHBACK

What’s not to like? Changes in spatial layout benefit some at the expense of others.
While supporters of preservation successfully made the case for growth via nostalgia and
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patriotism, the redevelopment of a colonial village generated sustained, if unsuccessful,
opposition from Center City’s local merchants (Becher 2014: 34). Not all businesses de-
sire expansive civic growth and few are linked to corporate elites. The “visionary” eco-
nomic and political elite behind the project placed local (and typically small) merchants
at the periphery. Their businesses were the source of unsightly decay.

To make their case, these local mercantile firms combined as the Merchants’ Cen-
tral Business Association—“composed of manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers and ser-
vice businesses in the area from Market to Race sts., between 5th and 6th sts.” Secretary
of the association Samuel Ponnock, a manufacturer of metal toy trucks, didn’t mince
words: “The extension of the North Mall beyond Market St. at this time or in the near
future is, in view of the State’s financial condition, the international situation, the needs
of the country for defense purposes, and the pressing need for other far more essen-
tial State-financed projects, an unwarranted expenditure of public funds” (Philadelphia
Inquirer 4/7/1951). These merchants voiced “strenuous opposition” to local politicians,
including the governor who forced proponents to promise that they would hold off on
demolition for two years, so as not to embarrass him with his supporters (Edwin Lewis,
National Park Service, Oral History Collection, January 16, 1970:27–28).

Emphasizing the loss of revenue and jobs in the quest to reimagine the historic dis-
trict, Ponnock argued this shift would “mean that some of the businesses in the area,
particularly the retailers and jobbers, will be driven out of business because there are
no comparable locations in or near the area in which they can relocate” (Philadelphia
Inquirer 4/7/1951). His colleague Morris Passon of the Market Street Businessmen’s As-
sociation asserted that the plans were “grandiose” (Greiff 1987: 52, 67–68). These com-
plaints were not sufficient in light of the shiny, future-oriented growth scenarios of plan
supporters, evident in the Better Philadelphia display at Gimbels. Without a compelling
counter-narrative, the forces of nationalistic pride proved too powerful for the Center
City merchants and manufacturers.

Local businessmen charged that the Chamber of Commerce and other supporters
were “playing into the hands of the real estate interests” (Kaminski 1949). Opponents
complained that their property would be taken by eminent domain at the behest of spec-
ulators (Congressman Michael Bradley, National Park Service, Oral History Collection,
January 1970:3–4). For Philadelphia businesses in the area, the reimagined plans for the
Independence Hall area meant their interests and facilities would be ignored. The mer-
chants’ association “distributed 500,000 leaflets and held several protest rallies” contend-
ing “that the mall would displace merchants doing $100 million dollars worth of business
annually” (Kaminski 1949). But project proponents welcomed the absence of small busi-
ness in the name of creating a public space that would attract larger development.

The project’s advocates made no secret of the fact that the mall was meant to spur new
investment in the area and enhance the value of surrounding properties (Petshek 1973).
Planner Edmund Bacon and his colleagues hoped that the mall’s position as the northern
axis of the park would link to other postwar renewal projects—namely the Delaware Ex-
pressway (I-95) and the Ben Franklin Bridge, each connecting the city to a national trans-
portation network (Heller 2013; Knowles 2009; Kyriakodis 2011), providing a welcoming
vista for visitors and capital. The land was eventually acquired by the State of Pennsylva-
nia in 1951 for approximately $3 million (Philadelphia Inquirer 4/7/1951). Unlike cases
in which growth coalitions struggled with the activism of impoverished communities, in
this instance memory politics was a contest between two segments of the business class,
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a corporate and cultural elite with strong connections to investment capital and a local
merchant class. The political and economic resources of the elites were vastly stronger,
of course, but the salience of the collective memory surrounding Independence Hall
further bolstered the development advocates. In the end, it was no contest.

BECOMING “SOCIETY HILL”

Immediately south of this commercial area lay a several square mile zone of colonial-era
housing stock close to the Delaware River. The area, Society Hill, named for the Free
Society of Traders, a merchant group to which William Penn had granted land (Mires
2002: 223), had once been the most desirable residential area of the city until the mid-
nineteenth century, when elites moved west towards Rittenhouse Square. By the mid-
twentieth century, it was considered one of Philadelphia’s worst “slums”: a blighted, high-
risk area with low property values and median income less than two-thirds of the city as a
whole (Smith 1996).

The community—no longer called by its original name3—had become a destination
for immigrants, primarily Eastern European Jews (Mires 2002). Near the historic center
of the city’s Black community, Hawthorne (the site of W.E.B. Du Bois’ [1899] study The
Philadelphia Negro) and near the old Dock Street food market, this neighborhood suffered
decline in the first decades of the twentieth century. But by the late 1940s private capital
was starting to return (Beauregard 1989).

Mirroring the postwar “invention of Brownstone Brooklyn” (Osman 2011), middle-
class white gentrifiers began to reclaim the area. As a consequence, it became a site for
growth machine efforts to rebuild and rebrand downtown. Despite the nearby “undesir-
able” residents, the viability of the historic stock, coupled with the Independence Hall
project, this emerging gentrification made the area an attractive site for a major urban
renewal project—albeit one with a distinctly historical orientation.

Planner Edmund Bacon (1960: 224) was clear about the mixed motives: “The prime
objectives were to bolster the Center City economy by providing good housing for office
workers and executives, and to assure the preservation of the historic section of the city
by restoring living values to the area.” Bacon hoped to establish “a prestige status area,
and therefore attracting a series of people with the resources and the human effort in-
dividually to buy houses there and rehabilitate them themselves, and the only way to do
that was to eliminate the negative aspects of the environment” (Edmund Bacon, National
Park Service, Oral History Collection, January 30, 1970:8).

The neighborhood was annexed within the Washington Square East Urban Renewal
Area, which provided federal Title I funds to help purchase individual properties and
offered mortgage subsidies for new homebuyers (Smith 1996). Joining the middle-class
gentrifiers, preservationist groups and developers started buying the brick rowhouses,
demolishing decaying structures, and eliminating rental properties, accelerating the
displacement of the neighborhood’s Eastern European and African American popula-
tion, in effect “whitening” downtown (Feffer 2003: 71) to be replaced by the cream of
Philadelphia society. Philadelphia’s liberal Mayor Dilworth was explicit in announcing,
“We’ve got to get the white leadership back” (Cybriwsky et al. 1986: 99). To be “saved,”
Philadelphia elites had to carve out a downtown zone for luxury residences and corporate
development.
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It was not just that the historical park increased the value of the Society Hill build-
ings, but also “urban blight” was seen as a threat to the Independence Hall project that
could generate federal funding. In juxtaposing the area’s poverty with visions of a shiny
colonial village, Philadelphia’s governing elites ignored existing stakeholders to impose a
top-down reordering of local people and places, hoping to lure suburbanites back to the
city center “village” to live or to shop in Colonial-themed stores.

The redevelopment of Society Hill, leveraging history directly linked to the develop-
ment of the park, has been treated as a great success of urban planning, and is seen as
a model for other cities (Becher 2014: 39; Morris 1975: 148; G. Holmes Perkins, inter-
view, Walter Phillips Oral History Collection, 9/20/1976). As the novelist Nathaniel Burt
(1963: 556–57) wrote, “The plan, now actually being put into effect, is one of the most
daring and most tasteful pieces of town planning ever conceived, an attempt to salvage
what is good of the old, add what is needed of the new, and in general transform that
part of the city into a sort of urban residential paradise without making a museum-fossil
out of it.” The commitment of members of the Philadelphia elite such as C. Jared In-
gersoll, railroad magnate and cochair of the Greater Philadelphia Movement, and Mayor
Richardson Dilworth to live in the area created a groundswell of interest (Edmund Ba-
con, interview, Walter Phillips Oral History Collection, January 1, 1975). Planner Edmund
Bacon encouraged wealthy Philadelphians to move to Society Hill: “I used every dinner
party I went to . . . to urge the people who were able to do so to buy houses and move
back down there. . . . Every time I sat next to a lady at dinner whose name was the same
as a street, I would make a double effort” (Edmund Bacon, National Park Service, Oral
History Collection, January 30, 1970:9–10). They were the new faces of downtown.

Spurred by the Greater Philadelphia Movement and its outgrowth in the Old Philadel-
phia Development Corporation,4 and with the backing of the City Planning Commis-
sion, new regulations for the eighteenth-century homes in Society Hill were established.
The Old Philadelphia Development Corporation, gaining substantial business financing,
served as a nexus for this elite activity, securing, in the words of Bacon (1960: 230), “co-
operation at the state and national level, and in maintaining the interest of Philadelphia
leaders.” Key members of the growth coalition coalesced to promote the renewal of the
area with crucial governmental support as the Old Philadelphia Development Corpora-
tion was contracted by the Redevelopment Authority to dispose of properties for rehabil-
itation or new construction by developers (Smith 1996).

Society Hill received nearly $40 million in federal funds, subsidizing private develop-
ers for demolition and site improvement (Feffer 2003: 71). As local housing reformer
Cushing Dolbeare pointed out as early as 1961: “Because most current redevelopment
proposals are based on the premise that the city must recapture the upper income group,
we are in reality subsidizing this group” (Feffer 2003: 71). Dolbeare further warned that
explicitly using governmental resources created a space for “wealthy, poodled families”
(Petshek 1973: 227).

Alongside these efforts, plans emerged to build high rises, a proposal that created
“tremendous competition . . . and pressures within the establishment, the kind of club
dinner party pressures were very intense” (Edmund Bacon, National Park Service, Oral
History Collection, January 30, 1970:6). Soon I.M. Pei’s iconic Society Hill towers were
built on the edge of the community. This was a major source of revenue for Alcoa Alu-
minum, which built and invested in the project and benefited from government support
through the Redevelopment Authority (Smith 1996: 123–25). Within the Washington
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Square Renewal Area developers could not demolish colonial-era buildings. New struc-
tures had to fit the streetscape, and, perhaps more significantly, homeowners had to en-
sure that the neighborhood’s “authentic” architectural details were preserved.

With the core area condemned by the Redevelopment Authority in 1959, eminent do-
main was used so that every building in the redevelopment area could become public
property unless the owners signed an agreement to renovate in accordance with the ar-
chitectural standards of the Corporation. If owners refused, the Corporation was empow-
ered to find another owner who would (Petshek 1973: 225). This effort rankled commu-
nity residents, as one aggrieved columnist wrote in the Philadelphia Bulletin:

The Redevelopment Authority is going to give you a list of changes you must make to your
property to make it fit in with the feeling of Old Philadelphia. You might be told to paint the
wood and metal surfaces and clean all the paint off the stone window sills. . . . But you’re also
told you have to reglaze the windows so they have the “right” number of panes. And you have
to repair the broken front step, which is the original and is a couple of hundred years old. You
thought that knocked-off corner added a certain charm. Suppose you can’t afford to make
the required changes? Then you can sell it. Historical groups get first crack at it. If they don’t
want it, the redevelopers will buy it. Or you can take out a mortgage to finance the repairs.
But they must be made. In addition to the list of changes for your particular building, you
are given a 31-page mimeographed sheaf of papers headed, “Standards for Rehabilitation of
Existing Buildings.” . . . Is it worth taking a second mortgage and fixing up the place? You
have 30 days to decide. (Smart 1959)

Such complaints failed to gain headway. By underscoring the impact on local and na-
tional pride and identity, proponents amplified the impact the project’s success would
have locally, statewide, and nationally—offering a potent new source of local and national
pride and identity for residents and business leaders alike.

The renewal of Society Hill arose from the same vision that developed Independence
Hall. It was a triumph for those who wished to make the eastern edge of downtown
a site for tourism, civic pride, investment, and residences for the affluent. A commu-
nity of modest merchants and manufacturers and working-class residents was fully trans-
formed. In these “accomplishments,” the project mirrored those of traditional urban re-
newal programs. Where the Society Hill efforts departed, however, was that they looked
backward as much as forward. Rather than the wholesale “slum removal” that is typically
associated with post-WWII urbanism, the Society Hill boosters envisioned the historical
built environment—and the symbols and memories it contained—as worth preserving
(though not in its entirety). The mnemonic power of the colonial architecture and na-
tional history allowed for a redevelopment vision that incorporated new and old.

The losers of this battle of memory politics, the area’s poor ethnic and immigrant
community, lacked not only the cohesive political power needed to thwart elite strategies,
but a compelling counter-history tied to their group identity and notions of patriotism.
This contrasted with the successful “from below” efforts of the adjacent Black Seventh
Ward, which in subsequent years contested postwar redevelopment plans in part by strong
links between group identity and memories, buildings, and events (Hunter 2013). In
these respects, a reclaiming of the city’s white, Anglo-Saxon colonial roots gentrified the
area with a group that was, if not exclusively the WASP elite, at least a white professional
class. In their race and class identity in addition to their cultural or historical interests,
these individuals were well situated to assume the torch of the neighborhood’s prescribed
shared history.
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HISTORY AND GROWTH

The memory politics employed in Philadelphia to develop a coalition to gain financial
and political support for Independence National Historical Park relied on an effective
combination of practices. First, we find an appeal to nationalistic nostalgia and pride
within the Cold War context. Development groups like the Philadelphia Shrines Com-
mission and the Greater Philadelphia Movement, along with newspaper editors, urban
planners, academics, and other civic boosters, continually emphasized the centrality of
Independence Hall and other historic buildings to city-sponsored memories about the
founding events and values of the United States. In the context of the 1940s, the project’s
advocates also drew connections between the site’s symbolic value and America’s role as
a moral beacon. The site became a place in which America’s civil religion was materially
inscribed.

Second, this case illustrates that the perceptions of elites and residents about urban de-
cay play a key role in the ability to integrate conventional urban growth plans with ones
emphasizing a glorious past. The growth coalition used elite perceptions of the surround-
ing neighborhood’s “decay”—the influx of immigrants and African Americans, the deteri-
oration of historic buildings, and the unattractiveness of the industrial district—to justify
eminent domain through Title I and to attract private capital. Aesthetic considerations—
the boosters’ fetishizing the old city’s colonial architecture—also structured the planning,
embalming a vision of an eighteenth-century urban landscape. Such concerns extended
to the development of a “historic” community in the emergent Society Hill neighbor-
hood, enabling the Shrines Commission, the Greater Philadelphia Movement, and other
groups to administer a “from above” vision of local memory on people who had long occu-
pied the space. These strategies leveraged necessary federal intervention: $55 million in
funds, the use of Title I to purchase buildings, and collaboration with the National Park
Service that would manage the nascent Independence National Historical Park (Greiff
1987).

Local boosters presented the image of Philadelphia as the “birthplace” of the United
States to link the redevelopment project to the city’s identity and “brand” (Greenberg
2008). Financial and cultural elites leveraged the symbolism of Independence Mall and
the surrounding area to acquire federal funds. Through this process proponents of the
INHP also garnered the support of Congress and the National Park Service, solidifying
the city as a central node in postwar American memory, a strategy that continued through
the Bicentennial (Mires 2002).

Lastly, proponents offered a top-down interpretation of local memory to position
Philadelphia as the most American of all cities through its linkage with the Founders,
increasing its centrality to justify State ideology. The growth coalition’s use of collective
memory to transform Philadelphia’s built environment had wide-ranging social and ma-
terial effects, if eventually limited by forces outside the control of the coalition. While the
project did burnish the image of the city, nationally and to residents, it did little to stop
urban decline in the 1960s and 1970s.

Urban identities depend on the existence of resonant narratives, creating a civic imag-
inary. Through these political–economic frames, elites generated and inscribed the new
material conditions of the city as part of the production of urban space. With the INHP
as a built representation of a national “master narrative”—placing key figures and events
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from U.S. history within a living urban space and making that space legible—this trans-
formation of postwar Philadelphia illustrates how elite actors use history to knit the social
and material fabric of cities.

MEMORY MECHANICS

By analyzing the creation of Independence National Historical Park and Society Hill as
the product of memory politics, we present an alternative framework for studies of urban
development that combines collective memory and growth politics. While Philadelphia is
our case, similar strategies are evident elsewhere in nations as well as cities. Rivera (2008:
621) demonstrated how promoters of Croatian tourism and nationhood marketed fea-
tures of their (European) heritage, history, and architecture for national benefits, speak-
ing of “the Mediterranean as it once was.”

Furthermore, studies of civic development demonstrate the cultural, social, and eco-
nomic impact of the reconstruction of historic districts (Hamer 1998). This includes
such cities as Boston (Li-Marcus 2002), Charleston (Bures 1996), Berlin (Columb 2013;
Ladd 1997; Murray 2008), and Jerusalem (Shlay and Rosen 2010). Here Hodos’s (2007;
2011) distinctions between global cities and second cities are instructive (see also New-
ton 1976). Hodos (2011) argues that cities like Boston, Philadelphia, and Baltimore play
a complimentary role in the global economy to world cities like New York, London, and
Los Angeles (see e.g., Sassen 2001). This secondary status creates obstacles for cities in
this category as their global counterparts often eclipse them. Engaging in memory pol-
itics can therefore present as a formative strategy for second cities competing for local,
state, and federal dollars for redevelopment and infrastructure projects. In Philadelphia,
as de-industrialization and the loss of a manufacturing base ravaged the city’s economy,
the local growth coalition focused on “saving” the historic downtown by emphasizing its
cultural centrality to the nation’s founding. Philadelphia’s elites believed that amplifying
the city’s colonial history would draw tourists and residents, creating a downtown zone
of safety, stability, and pride. The area, even though small geographically, could leverage
the brand of the city (Greenberg 2008).

Today underinvested areas within cities such as Harlem or Chicago’s Bronzeville (Boyd
2008; Hyra 2008) use nostalgia and authenticity to spur development, trading on racial
imaginaries. Which areas and which histories are promoted is a function of current social
movements and political demands. In the 1940s and 1950s, the promotion of American
democracy animated memory politics; today, valuing diversity is central, as once devas-
tated urban neighborhoods are gentrified. The choices of which memories to memo-
rialize shift, but memory remains a resource on which those with growth interests can
capitalize.

However, it is not only the choice of memories that matters. Political process shifts
as well. Major reconstruction projects once depended on elites eliding the interests of
neighborhood proponents. What was possible in the 1950s when admired and networked
city planners could sketch out broad urban changes, as in the case of Edmund Bacon
in Philadelphia and Robert Moses in New York, could no longer happen the following
decade as community activists gained sway, and the federal government moved to com-
munity block grants, requiring neighborhood input.

Further, the interest in history also provided a template for opposition, particularly as
a result of the growing power of collective memory “from below” (Loughran et al. 2015)
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in shaping urban planning decisions after the 1950s. The destruction and redevelop-
ment of Boston’s West End in the late 1950s (Gans 1962) did not extend to similar
neighborhoods, in part because North End residents could use the blueprint of tradi-
tion, including Paul Revere, to justify the neighborhood’s existence. Philadelphians in
the late 1960s successfully mobilized against the Crosstown Expressway that would have
erased African American neighborhoods along South Street, in part using the memory
of the Hawthorne neighborhood and the Old Seventh Ward (Hunter 2013). Dividing
downtown from poorer neighborhoods in South Philadelphia by means of a highway bar-
rier, creating another gateway to the suburbs, was no longer politically feasible. Not every
neighborhood was saved from destruction, but activists acquired a potent political tool
for urban development.

Further, by distilling the politics emergent when scholars and preservationists are pro-
ponents of development decisions, we uncover a broader range of actors beyond the tra-
ditional growth coalition model—actors that prior understandings of urban growth have
sometimes treated as peripheral, or in opposition, to a city’s dominant boosters. Reflect-
ing how memory-oriented development must engage with numerous local stakeholders
to be legitimate, collective memory as proposed by urban elites shapes local identity.

Just as modernist urban growth strategies have shaped urban America, so have histor-
ically oriented development projects. One need only walk the streets of urban America
today to see memory politics at work. From Baltimore’s Harbor to Savannah’s River Street
to New Orleans’ Congo Square, civic pasts unfurl urban fortunes and futures. Some cities
define themselves in light of a heroic past, shining but sometimes shadowed. Memory pol-
itics helps explain the matrix of choices that urban elites and residents make as they link
past, present, and future. This is the Philadelphia Story.
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Notes

1We do not deny a counter-hegemonic public history (Hayden 1995; Hurley 2010), but our focus is on the

branding of cities as magnets for national commemoration and the site of capital. An approach that emphasizes

urban remembrance and material commemoration does not suggest that the contours and the extent of collec-

tive memory are identical among populations. For some cities, history is crucial to their identity and survival,

used as self-concept and as a tool for urban growth and redevelopment (Murray 2008; Silver 2010).
2In a classic example, Molotch (1976: 327) notes the connection between universities, their “cosmopoli-

tan” constituents, and “the antigrowth movement.” More recently, work by scholars like Brown-Saracino (2010)
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indicates how historically attuned urbanites (gentrifiers or otherwise) position themselves in favor of “restrict-

ing” or “controlling” urban growth. Our Philadelphia case suggests that under certain conditions and at certain

historical moments, preservationists and other intellectuals aid growth strategies.
3The first modern usage of the designation Society Hill appears to be in 1947 by park service architect

Charles Peterson (Greiff 1987: 54).
4The reference to “Old Philadelphia” rather than New Philadelphia indicates the importance of history and

nostalgia to the growth agenda (John P. Robin, interview, Walter Phillips Oral History Collection, March 11,

1978).
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